Information overload is a well-known problem which can be particularly detrimental to learners. In this paper, we propose a method to support learners in the information seeking process which consists in answering their questions by retrieving question paraphrases and their corresponding answers from social Q&A sites. Given the novelty of this kind of data, it is crucial to get a better understanding of how questions in social Q&A sites can be automatically analysed and retrieved. We discuss and evaluate several pre-processing strategies and question similarity metrics, using a new question paraphrase corpus collected from the WikiAnswers Q&A site. The results show that viable performance levels of more than 80% accuracy can be obtained for the task of question paraphrase retrieval.
Introduction
Question asking is an important component of efficient learning. However, instructors are often overwhelmed with students' questions and are therefore unable to provide timely answers (Feng et al., 2006) . Information seeking is also rendered difficult by the sheer amount of learning material available, especially online. The use of advanced information retrieval and natural language processing techniques to answer learners' questions and reduce the difficulty of information seeking is henceforth particularly promising. Question Answering (QA) systems seem well suited for this task since they aim at generating precise answers to natural language questions instead of merely returning documents containing answers. However, QA systems have to be adapted to meet learners' needs. Indeed, learners do not merely ask concrete or factoid questions, but rather open-ended, explanatory or methodological questions which cannot be answered by a single sentence (Baram-Tsabari et al., 2006) . Despite a recent trend to render the tasks more complex at large scale QA evaluation campaigns such as TREC or CLEF, current QA systems are still ill-suited to meet these requirements.
A first alternative to full-fledged QA consists in making use of already available question and answer pairs extracted from archived discussions. For instance, Feng et al. (2006) describe an intelligent discussion bot for answering student questions in forums which relies on answers retrieved from an annotated corpus of discussions. This renders the task of QA easier since answers do not have to be generated from heterogeneous documents by the system. The scope of such a discussion bot is however inherently limited since it relies on manually annotated data, taken from forums within a specific domain.
We propose a different solution which consists in tapping into the wisdom of crowds to answer learners' questions. This approach provides the compelling advantage that it utilises the wealth of already answered questions available in online social Q&A sites. The task of Question Answering can then be boiled down to the problem of finding question paraphrases in a database of answered questions. Question paraphrases are questions which have identical meanings and expect the same answer while presenting alternate wordings. Several methods have already been proposed to identify question paraphrases mostly in FAQs (Tomuro and Lytinen, 2004) or search engine logs (Zhao et al., 2007) .
In this paper, we focus on the problem of question paraphrase identification in social Q&A sites within a realistic information seeking scenario: given a user question, we want to retrieve the best matching question paraphrase from a database of previously answered questions in order to display the corresponding answer. The use of social Q&A sites for educational applications brings about new challenges linked to the variable quality of social media content. As opposed to questions in FAQs, which are subject to editorial control, questions in social Q&A sites are often ill-formed or contain spelling errors. It is therefore crucial to get a better understanding of how they can be automatically analysed and retrieved. In this work, we focus on several pre-processing strategies and question similarity measures applied to the task of identifying question paraphrases in a social Q&A site. We chose WikiAnswers which has been ranked by comScore as the first fastest growing domain of the top 1,500 in the U.S. in 2007.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 first discusses related work on paraphrase identification and question paraphrasing. Section 3 then presents question and answer repositories with special emphasis on social Q&A sites. Our methods to identify question paraphrases are detailed in section 4. Finally, we present and analyse the experimental results obtained in section 5 and conclude in section 6.
Related Work
The identification of question paraphrases in question and answer repositories is related to research focusing on sentence paraphrase identification (section 2.1) and query paraphrasing (section 2.2). The specific features of question paraphrasing have also already been investigated (section 2.3).
Sentence Paraphrase Identification
Paraphrases are alternative ways to convey the same information (Barzilay and McKeown, 2001 ). Paraphrases can be found at different levels of linguistic structure: words, phrases and whole sentences. While word and phrasal paraphrases can be assimilated to the well-studied notion of synonymy, sentence level paraphrasing is more difficult to grasp and cannot be equated with word-for-word or phrase-by-phrase substitution since it might entail changes in the structure of the sentence (Barzilay and Lee, 2003) . In practice, sentence paraphrases are identified using various string and semantic similarity measures which aim at capturing the semantic equivalence of the sentences being compared. String similarity metrics, when applied to sentences, consist in comparing the words contained in the sentences. There exist many different string similarity measures: word overlap (Tomuro and Lytinen, 2004) , longest common subsequence (Islam and Inkpen, 2007) , Levenshtein edit distance (Dolan et al., 2004) , word n-gram overlap (Barzilay and Lee, 2003) etc. Semantic similarity measures are obtained by first computing the semantic similarity of the words contained in the sentences being compared. Mihalcea et al. (2006) use both corpusbased and knowledge-based measures of the semantic similarity between words. Both string similarity and semantic similarity might be combined: for instance, Islam and Inkpen (2007) combine semantic similarity with longest common subsequence string similarity, while Li et al. (2006) make additional use of word order similarity.
Query Paraphrasing
In Information Retrieval, research on paraphrasing is dedicated to query paraphrasing which consists in identifying semantically similar queries. The overall objective is to discover frequently asked questions and popular topics (Wen et al., 2002) or suggest related queries to users (Sahami and Heilman, 2006) . Traditional string similarity metrics are usually deemed inefficient for such short text snippets and alternative similarity metrics have therefore been proposed. For instance, Wen et al. (2002) rely on user click logs, based on the idea that queries and questions which result in identical document clicks are bound to be similar.
Question Paraphrasing
Following previous research in this domain, we define question paraphrases as questions which have all the following properties: (a) they have identical meanings, (b) they have the same answers, and (c) they present alternate wordings. Question para-phrases differ from sentence paraphrases by the additional condition (b). This definition encompasses the following questions, taken from the WikiAnswers web site: How many ounces are there in a pound?, What's the number of ounces per pound?, How many oz. in a lb.?
Question paraphrases share some properties both with declarative sentence paraphrases and query paraphrases. On the one hand, questions are complete sentences which differ from declarative sentences by their specific word order and the presence of question words and a question focus. On the other hand, questions are usually associated with answers, which makes them similar to queries associated with documents. Accordingly, research on the identification of question paraphrases in Q&A repositories builds upon both sentence and query paraphrasing. Zhao et al. (2007) propose to utilise user click logs from the Encarta web site to identify question paraphrases. Jeon et al. (2005) employ a related method, in that they identify similar answers in the Naver Question and Answer database to retrieve semantically similar questions, while Jijkoun and de Rijke (2005) include the answer in the retrieval process to return a ranked list of QA pairs in response to a user's question. Lytinen and Tomuro (2002) suggest yet another feature to identify question paraphrases, namely question type similarity, which consists in determining a question's category in order to match questions only if they belong to the same category.
Our focus is on question paraphrase identification in social Q&A sites. Previous research was mostly based on question paraphrase identification in FAQs (Lytinen and Tomuro, 2002; Tomuro and Lytinen, 2004; Jijkoun and de Rijke, 2005) . In FAQs, questions and answers are edited by expert information suppliers, which guarantees stricter conformance to conventional writing rules. In social Q&A sites, questions and answers are written by users and may hence be error-prone. Question paraphrase identification in social Q&A sites has been little investigated. To our knowledge, only Jeon et al. (2005) have used data from a Q&A site, namely the Korean Naver portal, to find semantically similar questions. Our work is related to the latter since it employs a similar dataset, yet in English and from a different social Q&A site. (Prescott, 2006) . Even more strikingly, the Q&A portal Naver is the leader of Internet search in South Korea, well ahead of Google (Sang-Hun, 2007) .
Several factors might explain the success of social Q&A sites:
• they provide answers to questions which are difficult to answer with a traditional Web search or using static reference sites like Wikipedia, for instance opinions or advice about a specific family situation or a relationship problem;
• questions can be asked anonymously;
• users do not have to browse a list of documents but rather obtain a complete answer;
• the answers are almost instantaneous and numerous, due to the large number of users.
Social Q&A sites record the questions and their answers online, and thus constitute a formidable repository of collective intelligence, including answers to complex questions. Moreover, they make it possible for learners to reach other people worldwide. The relevance of social Q&A sites for learning has been little investigated. To our knowledge, there has been only one study which has shown that Korean users of the Naver Question and Answer platform consider that social Q&A sites can satisfactorily and reliably support learning (Lee, 2006) .
WikiAnswers
For our experiments we collected a dataset of questions and their paraphrases from the WikiAnswers web site. WikiAnswers 1 is a social Q&A site similar to Yahoo! Answers and AnswerBag. As of February 2008, it contained 1,807,600 questions, sorted in 2,404 categories (Answers Corporation, 2008) .
Compared with its competitors, the main originality of WikiAnswers is that it relies on the wiki technology used in Wikipedia, which means that answers can be edited and improved over time by all contributors. Moreover, the Answers Corporation, which owns the WikiAnswers site, explicitly targets educational uses and even provides an educator toolkit. 2 Another interesting property of WikiAnswers is that users might manually tag question reformulations in order to prevent the duplication of questions asking the same thing in a different way. When a user enters a question which is not already part of the question repository, the web site displays a list of questions already existing on the site and similar to the one just asked by the user. The user may then freely select the question which paraphrases her question, if available, or choose to view one of the proposed alternatives without labelling it as a paraphrase. The user-labelled question reformulations are stored in order to retrieve the same answer when the question rephrasing is asked again. The wiki principle holds for the stored reformulations too, since they can subsequently be edited by other users if they consider that they correspond to another existing question or actually ask an entirely new question. It should be noted that contributors get not reward in terms of trust points for providing or editing alternate wordings for questions.
We use the wealth of question paraphrases available on the WikiAnswers website as the so called user generated gold standard in our question paraphrasing experiments. User generated gold standards have been increasingly used in recent years for research evaluation purposes, since they can be easily created from user annotated content. For instance, Mihalcea and Csomai (2007) use manually annotated keywords (links to other articles) in Wikipedia articles to evaluate their automatic keyword extraction and word sense disambiguation algorithms. Similarly, quality assessments provided by users in social media have been used as gold 1 http://wiki.answers.com/ 2 http://educator.answers.com/ standards for the automatic assessment of post quality in forum discussions (Weimer et al., 2007) . It should however be kept in mind that user generated gold standards are not perfect, as already noticed by (Mihalcea and Csomai, 2007) , and thus constitute a trade-off solution.
For the experiments described hereafter, we randomly extracted a collection of 1,000 questions along with their paraphrases (totalling 7,434 question paraphrases) from 100 randomly selected FAQ files in the Education category of the WikiAnswers web site. In what follows, the corpus of 1,000 questions is called the target questions collection, while the 7,434 question paraphrases constitute the input questions collection. The objective of the task is to retrieve the corresponding target question for each input question. The target question selected is the one which maximises the question similarity value (see section 4.2).
Method
In order to rate the similarity of input and target questions, we have first pre-processed both the input and target questions and then experimented with several question similarity measures.
Pre-processing
We employ the following steps in pre-processing the questions:
Stop words elimination however, we keep question words such as how, why, what, etc. since these make it possible to implicitly identify the question type (Lytinen and Tomuro, 2002; Jijkoun and de Rijke, 2005) Stemming using the Porter Stemmer 3
Lemmatisation using the TreeTagger 4
Spelling correction using a statistical system based on language modelling (Norvig, 2007) . 5 Stop words were eliminated in all the experimental settings, while stemming and lemmatisation were optionally performed to evaluate the effects of these pre-processing steps on the identification of question paraphrases. We added spelling correction to the conventional pre-processing steps, since we target paraphrasing of questions which often contain spelling errors, such as When was indoor pluming invented? or What is the largest countery in the western Hemipher? Other related endeavours at retrieving question paraphrases have identified spelling mistakes in questions as a significant source of errors in the retrieval process, but have not attempted to solve this problem (Jijkoun and de Rijke, 2005; Zhao et al., 2007) .
Question Similarity Measures
We have experimented with several kinds of question similarity measures, belonging to two different families of measures: string similarity measures and vector space measures.
String Similarity Measures
Basic string similarity measures compare the words contained in the questions without taking word frequency into account.
Matching coefficient The matching coefficient of two questions q 1 and q 2 represented by the set of distinct words Q 1 and Q 2 they contain is computed as follows (Manning and Schütze, 1999) :
Overlap coefficient The overlap coefficient is computed according to the following formula (Manning and Schütze, 1999) :
Normalised Edit Distance The edit distance of two questions is the number of words that need to be substituted, inserted, or deleted, to transform q 1 into q 2 . In order to be able to compare the edit distance with the other metrics, we have used the following formula (Wen et al., 2002) which normalises the minimum edit distance by the length of the longest question and transforms it into a similarity metric:
Word Ngram Overlap This metric compares the word n-grams in both questions:
where G n (q) is the set of n-grams of length n in question q and N usually equals 4 (Barzilay and Lee, 2003; Cordeiro et al., 2007) .
Vector Space Based Measures
Vector space measures represent questions as realvalued vectors by taking word frequency into account.
Term Vector Similarity Questions are represented as term vectors V 1 and V 2 . The feature values of the vectors are the tf.idf scores of the corresponding terms:
where tf is equal to the frequency of the term in the question, N is the number of target questions and df is the number of target questions in which the term occurs, computed by considering the input question as part of the target questions collection (Lytinen and Tomuro, 2002) .
The similarity of an input question vector and a target question vector is determined by the cosine coefficient:
Lucene's Extended Boolean Model The problem of question paraphrase identification can be cast as an Information Retrieval problem, since in real-world applications the user posts a question and the system returns the best matching questions from its database. We have therefore tested the results obtained using an Information Retrieval system, namely Lucene 6 , which combines the Vector Space Model and the Boolean model. Lucene has already been successfully used by Jijkoun and de Rijke (2005) to retrieve answers from FAQ web pages by combining several fields: question text, answer text and the whole FAQ page. The target questions are indexed as documents and retrieved by transforming the input questions into queries. 
Evaluation and Experimental Results

Evaluation Measures
We use the following evaluation measures for evaluating the results:
Mean Reciprocal Rank For a question, the reciprocal rank RR is 1 r where r is the rank of the correct target question, or zero if the target question was not found. The Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is the mean of the reciprocal ranks over all the input questions.
Accuracy We define accuracy as Success@1, which is the percentage of input questions for which the correct target question has been retrieved at rank 1.
Experimental Results
Figure 1 displays the accuracy and the mean reciprocal ranks obtained with the different question similarity measures and pre-processing strategies. As could be expected, vector space based similarity measures are consistently more accurate than simple string similarity measures. Moreover, both the accuracy and the MRR are rather high for vector space metrics (accuracy around 80-85% and MRR around 0.85-0.9), which shows that good results can be obtained with these retrieval mechanisms. Additional pre-processing, i.e. stemming, lemmatisation and spelling correction, does not ameliorate the tokens minus stop words (T -SW) baseline.
Detailed Error Analysis
Stemming and lemmatisation Morphological pre-processing brings about mitigated improvements over the tokens-only baseline. On the one hand, it improves paraphrase retrieval for questions containing morphological variants of the same words such as What are analogies for mitochondria? and What is an analogy for mitochondrion? On the other hand, it also leads to false positives, such has How was calculus started?, stemmed as How was calculus start? and lemmatised as How be calculus start?, which is mapped by Lucene to the question How could you start your MA English studies? instead of Who developed calculus?. The negative effect of stemming has already been identified by (Jijkoun and de Rijke, 2005) and our results are consistent with this previous finding.
Spelling correction We expected that spelling correction would have a positive impact on the results. There are indeed cases when spelling correction helps. For instance, given the question How do you become an anestesiologist?, it is impossible to retrieve the target question How many years of medical school do you need to be an anesthesiolgist? without spelling correction since anesthesiologist is ill-spelled both in the paraphrase and the target question. Figure 2: Comparison of the different pre-processing strategies 2(a) and methods 2(b) for 50 input questions. For the pre-processing comparison, the Lucene retrieval method has been used, while the methods have been compared using baseline pre-processing (tokens minus stop words). A filled square indicates that the target question has been retrieved at rank 1, while a blank square indicates that the target question has not been retrieved at rank 1.
There are however cases when spelling correction induces worse results, since it is accurate in only approximately 70% of the cases (Norvig, 2007) . A major source of errors lies in named entities and abbreviations, which are recognised as spelling errors when they are not part of the training lexicon. For instance, the question What are the GRE score required to get into top100 US universities? (where GRE stands for Graduate Record Examination) is badly corrected as What are the are score required to get into top100 US universities?.
Spelling correction also induces an unexpected side effect, when the spelling error does not affect the question's focus. For instance, consider the following question, with a spelling error: What events occured in 1919?, which gets correctly mapped to the target question What important events happened in 1919? by Lucene; however, after spelling correction (What events occurred in 1919?), it has a bigger overlap with an entirely different question: What events occurred in colonial South Carolina 1674-1775?.
The latter example also points at another limitation of the evaluated methods, which do not identify semantically similar words, such as occurred and happened.
Errors in the gold standard Some errors can actually be traced back to inaccuracies in the gold standard: some question pairs which have been flagged as paraphrases by the WikiAnswers contributors are actually distantly related. For instance, the questions When was the first painting made? and Where did leanardo da vinci live? are marked as reformulations of the question What is the secret about mona lisa? Though these questions all share a common broad topic, they cannot be considered as relevant paraphrases.
We can deduce several possible improvements from what precedes. First, named entities and abbreviations play an important role in questions and should therefore be identified and treated differently from other kinds of tokens. This could be achieved by using a named entity recognition component during pre-processing and then assigning a higher weight to named entities in the retrieval process. This should also improve the results of spelling correction since named entities and abbreviations could be excluded from the correction. Second, semantic errors could be dealt with by using a semantic similarity metric similar to those used in declarative sentence paraphrase identification (Li et al., 2006; Mihalcea et al., 2006; Islam and Inkpen, 2007) .
Comparison and Combination of the Methods
In a second part of the experiment, we investigated whether the evaluated methods display independent error patterns, as suggested by our detailed results analysis. Figure 2 confirms that the pre-processing techniques as well as the methods employed result in dissimilar error patterns. We therefore combined several methods and pre-processing techniques in order to verify if we could improve accuracy. We obtained the best results by performing a majority vote combination of the following methods and pre-processing strategies: Lucene, Term Vector Similarity with stemming and Ngram Overlap with spelling correction. The combination yielded an accuracy of 88.3%, that is 0.9% over the best Lucene results with an accuracy of 87.4%.
Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, we have shown that it is feasible to answer learners' questions by retrieving question paraphrases from social Q&A sites. As a first step towards this objective, we investigated several question similarity metrics and pre-processing strategies, using WikiAnswers as input data and user generated gold standard. The approach is however not limited to this dataset and can be easily applied to retrieve question paraphrases from other social Q&A sites.
We also performed an extended failure analysis which provided useful insights on how results could be further improved by performing named entity analysis and using semantic similarity metrics.
Another important challenge in using social Q&A sites for educational purposes lies in the quality of the answers retrieved from such sites. Previous research on the identification of high quality content in social Q&A sites has defined answer quality in terms of correctness, well-formedness, readability, objectivity, relevance, utility and interestingness (Jeon et al., 2006; Agichtein et al., 2008) . It is obvious that all these elements play an important role in the acceptance of the answers by learners. We therefore plan to integrate quality measures in the retrieval process and to perform evaluations in a real educational setting.
